Workshop on Customizing ArcGIS with Python
2nd - 5th Sep., 2019

Description:
The management and analysis of spatial data is moving towards automation and customisation at a fast pace. The usability
of fixed GUI-based tools is decreasing, especially within the framework of large datasets and in the big spatial data setting.
Python is a strong language of choice now for geospatial professionals, providing the essential tools for geospatial and GIS
customization, and development of specific tools and applications. This workshop will introduce Python as a customizing
language for ArcGIS. It will involve both lectures, and hands-on exercises.

Instructor Profile:
Dr. Athar Javaid is an Assistant Professor at the Dept. of Space Science, University of the Punjab, Lahore. He completed his PhD in 2019
from the University of Stuttgart, Germany, where he worked on data mining in GRACE monthly solutions. Previously, he holds multiple
Masters degrees in Space Science (2002) and GIS (2005) from Punjab University, Lahore, and in Geomatics Engineering (2012) from the
University of Stuttgart, Germany. He also has several years of experience working and consulting with the geospatial industry in
Pakistan. His research interests are in GIS automation and customisation, point cloud processing, machine learning, and gravity
mapping.

Workshop Modules:

- Introduction to Python
- Python review and essentials
- Using Python in ArcGIS
- Working with raster layers
- Working with vectors layers
- Working with attributes data
- Working with map file
- Spatial analysis using Python
- GIS customization
- Writing algorithms
- Applications and Limitations
- Python integration with open-source geospatial platforms
- Python resources

Workshop Fee:

Apply and Register Online:
http://grel.ist.edu.pk
Contact Info:

or
PKR 10000 for professionals
PKR 5000 for students
https://bit.ly/2HhD8Zj
PKR 2000 for IST students
The workshop fee includes facility charges, course
material, refreshment, coordination and registration charges etc.
Accomodation may be available on extra charges,
please contact us for more info.
Last date for application: 29th Aug., 2019

Intended Audience:
Geospatial and GISc scientistis,
professionals, analysts, students

Technical Level:
Basic / Intermediate

Mr. Shehanshah Abbas - Workshop Coordinator
shani@grel.ist.edu.pk
051-9075559
Geospatial Research and Education Lab
Dept. of Space Science
Institute of Space Technology
1, Islamabad Highway
(near CDA Toll Plaza)
Islamabad, Pakistan

Prerequisites:

Basic GIS and basic programming expertise

